Generation of clinically relevant "induced pluripotent stem" (iPS) cells.
Proviral expression of early development genes Oct4 and Sox2, in concert with cMyc and Klf4 or Nanog and Lin28, can induce differentiated cells to adopt morphological and functional characteristics of pluripotency indistinguishable from embryonic stem cells. Termed induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, in mice the pluripotency of these cells was confirmed by altered gene/surface antigen expression, remodeling of the epigenome, ability to contribute to embryonic lineages following blastocyst injection and commitment to all three germ layers in teratomas and liveborn chimeras. Importantly, in vitro directed differentiation of iPS cells yield cells capable of treating mouse models of humanized disease. Despite these impressive results, iPS cell conversion is frustratingly inefficient. Also, the unpredictable and random mutagenesis imposed on the host cell genome, inherent with integrative viral methodologies, continues to hamper use of these cells in a therapeutic setting. This has initiated exploration of non-integrating strategies for generating iPS cells. Here, we review mechanisms that drive conversion of somatic cells to iPS cells and the strategies adopted to circumvent integrative viral strategies. Finally, we discuss practical, ethical and legal considerations that require addressing before iPS cells can realize their potential as patient-specific cells for treatment of degenerative disease.